Yassine Balbzioui, Petit Lacoste,
mixed media on paper, 100 x 70 cm, 2012.
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iwalewabooks
is a publishing house for art and discourse

iwalewabooks
ist ein Verlag für Kunst und Diskurs.

Through a number of series, we dedicate our publications to
questions about:
• aesthetic social discourses
• the politics of collecting and debates about archives
• artistic and academic positions from the Global South

In mehreren Reihen widmen sich unsere Publikationen Fragen zu
• ästhetischen Gesellschaftsdiskursen
• Sammlungspolitiken und Archivdebatten
•k
 ünstlerischen und wissenschaftlichen Positionen des Globalen
Südens

All publications are based on the conviction that creating books is
an aesthetic and collective endeavour. Many volumes are therefore
produced in collaboration with research projects as well as cultural
and societal initiatives.

Allen Bänden liegt die Überzeugung zu Grunde, dass Büchermachen
eine ästhetische und kollektive Arbeit ist. Viele Bände entstehen
deshalb in Zusammenarbeit mit Forschungsprojekten sowie kulturellen
und gesellschaftlichen Initiativen.

Our Series

Unsere Reihen

The series art presents monographs of contemporary artists whose
aesthetic practises spark societal discourses. One focus is on
perspectives from the Global South.

In der Reihe Kunst präsentieren wir Monographien zeitgenössischer
Künstler_innen, deren ästhetische Praxis gesellschaftliche Diskurse
anregt. Ein Fokus liegt dabei auf Perspektiven des Globalen Südens.

In the series discourse, our authors engender musings about the
future(s) and reflect on recent debates within the fields of aesthetics,
society, the arts and politics.

Die Reihe Diskurs stößt Überlegungen für die Zukunft an und bildet
gegenwärtige Diskussionen im Spannungsfeld zwischen Ästhetik,
Gesellschaft, Kultur und Politik ab.

Critical engagements with not only museum collections, but also
with art and academic archives are presented through the series
collections .

In der Reihe Sammlung präsentieren wir kritische Auseinander
setzungen mit bestehenden, nicht nur musealen Sammlungen und
Archiven in Kunst und Wissenschaft.

Pleasure celebrates the expressions of freedom, love, sex and
desire in all imaginable forms.

Pleasure feiert Freiheit, Liebe, Sex und Begehren in allen denkbaren
Formen.

The series scholar publishes academic texts, such as master’s and
doctoral theses, as well as re-editions of older texts, primarily by
authors from the Global South.

In der Reihe Scholar veröffentlichen wir wissenschaftliche Texte wie
etwa Masterarbeiten und Doktorarbeiten aber auch Re-Editionen von
älteren Texten – vor allem von Kolleg_innen aus dem Globalen Süden.

zines by iwalewabooks – Our zines bring positions from fine arts,
photography, literature, journalism and other fields into dialogue.
Each issue deals with a theme that is an aesthetically and politically
urgent matter and offers constellations or possible points of con
nection of arts and academia, politics and aesthetics, activism and
philosophy.

zines von iwalewabooks – Unsere zines bringen Positionen aus
Kunst, Fotografie, Literatur, Journalismus und anderen Feldern in einen
Dialog. Jede Ausgabe ist einem ästhetisch und politisch dringlichen
Thema gewidmet und schlägt neue Konstellationen oder mögliche
Berührungspunkte zwischen Kunst und Akademie, Politik und Ästhetik,
Aktivismus und Philosophie vor.

In addition, we publish out-of-band , a series of smaller books, such
as manifestos and artist’s books, in collectable, limited editions.

Zusätzlich veröffentlichen wir außer der Reihe Formate wie etwa
Manifeste und Künstler_innenbücher in kleinen Auflagen zum Sammeln.

e-books
We also publish our books as e-books and other digital, inclusive
formats.

e-books
Wir publizieren unsere Bücher auch in allen gängigen e-book-Formaten
sowie in anderen digitalen, zugänglichen Formen.

Together with our partners, we offer editions of high-quality prints
and graphic works that are produced especially for iwalewabooks.
The proceeds of these editions directly benefit the respective book
projects.

Gemeinsam mit unseren Partner_innen vertreiben wir eigens für den
Verlag entwickelte Editionen hochwertiger Kunstdrucke und Grafiken.
Der Erlös kommt dem jeweiligen Buchprojekt zugute.

You can find the current program on our website
www.iwalewabooks.com and place your order here:
info@iwalewabooks.com.

Das aktuelle Angebot finden Sie auf unserer Webseite –
hier können Sie auch gleich bestellen.
www.iwalewabooks.com
oder direkt per email: info@iwalewabooks.com.

instagram.com/iwalewabooks

instagram.com/iwalewabooks

facebook.com/iwalewabooks

facebook.com/iwalewabooks

Imagine –
breaking porcelain on a soft carpet
punk-rock noise in an empty swimming pool
a whisper
a plenitude of species
meandering from one page to another
a form made for touch
a hand stretched out:
Come play.

:الكون- إنه يجلب األناركية ب الفوىض.ياسني بالزب يوي هو مخادع يف عامل الفن

 يرفض. الرصاخ والشاشات تجعل العامل يرتجف ويهزت، احلركات،رضبات الفرشاة
. اهلوية لإليجار.مفهوم اهلوية الثابتة
- تخيل

كرس اخلزف عىل سجادة ناعمة

ضوضاء البانك روك يف حوض سباحة فارغ
همسة

وفرة من األنواع
تتعرج من صفحة إىل أخرى

شكل مصنوع من أجل اللمس
:يد ممدودة
.تعال العب

Yassine Balbzioui est le filou du monde de l’art. Il apporte
l’anarchie à travers son chaos-cosmos : Des coups de pinceau,
des mouvements, des cris et des écrans font trembler le monde.
Il rejette l’idée d’une identité stable. L’identité est à louer.
Imaginez de la porcelaine qui se brise sur un tapis moelleux
un son de punk-rock dans une piscine vide
un chuchotement
une plénitude d’espèces
serpentant d’une page à l’autre
une forme faite pour le toucher
une main tendue :
Venez jouer.

YASSINE BALBZIOUI Identity to rent

Yassine Balbzioui is the trickster of the art world.
He brings anarchy with his chaos-cosmos: Brushstrokes, movements,
screams and screens make the world tremble and shake.
He dismisses the concept of a stable identity. Identity is to rent.

YASSINE BALBZIOUI
Identity to rent

Katharina Fink & Nadine Siegert (eds.)
Yassine Balbzioui: Identity to Rent
ISBN: 978-3-947902-02-6
هوية للكراء
Identité
à louer

“I believe we
can fly
together.”

Series: art
Languages: Arabic, English, French
December 2021
35 € // 550 ZAR // 15 000 NGN

Yassine Balbzioui
Identity to Rent

For the first time, this publication brings together the whole oeuvre of
Yassine Balbzioui, one of the most interesting contemporary artists,
based in Morocco. The diversity of his works spans from painting and
watercolours to performance works, porcelain and tapestry. A number
of texts written by Raimi Gbadamosi, Farouk El Maarouf, Sarah Dornhof
and others reflect on these different media, which are all manifestations
of Yassine Balbzioui’s sparkling creativity.

Yassine Balbzioui, Funny Games, oil on canvas, 150 x 208 cm, 2018.

Yassine Balbzioui, Grosse Tête, photography, 120 x 90 cm, 2014.

Yassine Balbzioui is the trickster of the art world. He brings anarchy with
his chaos-cosmos: Brushstrokes, movements, screams and screens
make the world tremble and shake. He dismisses the concept of a stable
identity. Identity is to rent.

Katharina Fink & Nadine Siegert (eds.)
Ndidi Dike
ISBN: 9783947902071
Series: art
Language: English
December 2021
35 € // 550 ZAR // 15 000 NGN

“As an artist I make
work – to work through
the impasses”
Ndidi Dike

???????????????????

This first monographic book gives a detailed overview on the artistic work
of Ndidi Dike in the last decades and includes a number of high quality
texts by authors from different disciplinary backgrounds. Born in London,
Ndidi Dike studied painting at the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. In 1984
she graduated with a degree in mixed media painting. Ndidi Dike’s artistic
work is multidimensional and multimedial with both classical and exper
imental processes. Her methodology is to locate the appropriate artis
tic strategy that best suits the subject of contemplation at the moment.
Ndidi Dike draws inspiration from a diverse range of sources including
urbanism, globalization, consumerism, post-colonial studies and identity,
slavery, cross border/country migration, art history, and contemporary
politics.
With texts by Okechukwu Charles Nwafor, Katharina Fink, Lena Naumann
and an exclusive interview with Ndidi Dike and Jihan El-Tahri.

Hauntology as a successful academic concept holds a pun on
the idea of ‘ontology’. It denotes a temporal nonlinearity,
the persistence and lingering of failed, of omitted, often
utopian, ideas that also formed radical visions of futures
and invisibility. The present we live is embedded in the presence of ghosts and specters, and the traces of imaginations
of different times and spaces may become visible and doable.
The scholars and artists contributing to this volume discuss
these conceptual outlines in a series of transdisciplinary
contributions. Art in its various forms is the integral part
of the hauntological discussion.

HAUNTOLOGY AS A MEANS TO THINK AND FEEL FUTURE

and opens a field to discuss presence and absence, visibility

GHOSTS, SPECTERS, REVENANTS

GHOSTS, SPECTERS, REVENANTS
HAUNTOLOGY AS A MEANS TO THINK AND FEEL FUTURE

Katharina Fink, Marie-Anne Kohl,
Nadine Siegert (eds.)
Ghosts, specters, revenants.
Hauntology as a means to think
and feel future
200 pages
ISBN: 978-3-947902-12-5
Series: discourse
GHOSTS, SPECTERS, REVENANTS
HAUNTOLOGY AS A MEANS TO THINK AND FEEL FUTURE
EDITED BY
KATHARINA FINK, MARIE-ANNE KOHL
AND NADINE SIEGERT

“Long live the ghosts.
The ghosts that live
between the beats.”

Language: English
June 2020
20 Euro // 9 500 NGN

Katharina Fink, Marie-Anne Kohl,
Nadine Siegert (eds.)
Ghosts, specters, revenants.
Hauntology as a means to think and feel future
Hauntology, as as theoretical perspective, opens a
field to discuss presence and absence, visibility and
invisibility also beyond Literary, Religious or Visual
Studies. It relates the lingering of presumably ‘failed’
ideas to the concept of ‘ghosts’ and specters as the
haunting presence of past or simultaneously present
futures. The scholars and artists contributing to this
volume discussed these conceptual outlines in a se
ries of transdisciplinary events, hosted by the editors.
The concept proved particularly fruitful in the context
of the discourse on global migration, European bor
der politics and the reemergences of nationalism and
right-wing and straight men politics. Hauntology in
this context enables to see that the so-called crises
lie somewhere very different: Not in the movement of
people but in the dispensation of wealth and access
throughout the world. The present we live is embed
ded in the presence of ghosts and specters, and the
traces of imaginations of different times and spac
es may become visible and doable. Art in its various

forms is the integral part of the hauntological discus
sion. As such, the contributions by Kitso Lynn Lelliott
(Johannesburg), Simon Vincent (London), Silhouette
Tapes (Bayreuth/Berlin), Danilo Barata (Cachoeira),
Spoek Mathambo (Johannesburg), Henriette Gunkel
(London), Esther Peeren (Amsterdam), Renzo Baas
(London), Ute Fendler (Bayreuth), Kathrin Rothemund
(Bayreuth), Jörg Skiebeleit (Berlin/Flossenbürg), Ibra
him Mahamat Zene (Bayreuth/N’Djamena) and others
sound the field of hauntology for the future. Stipulat
ing hauntological thinking may help to see, feel and
listen to worlds radically different from the “capitalist
realism” (Fisher) of the contemporary.

Goldendean
Plan B – A Gathering Of Strangers
(or) This Is Not Working
editors: Katharina Fink, Nadine Siegert
english broschur
bookjacket with hot-foil embossing gold
ISBN: 978-3-947902-01-9
256 pages
Series: discourse
Language: English
25 € // 420 ZAR // 12 000 NGN
This book is a collaboration with BayFinK
(Bayerische Forschungs- und Informa
tionsstelle – Inklusive Hochschulen und
Kultureinrichtungen) at the University of
Bayreuth, Germany.

Goldendean, Birth of Goldendean, 2015.

“White bodies must
continue to unlearn
and adapt to new
ways of being.”

GOLDENDEAN
PLAN B, A GATHERING OF STRANGERS
(OR) THIS IS NOT WORKING
In July 2017 the South African Equality Court dismissed charges of Hate
Speech against Goldendean’s exhibition of a poster using the words
“Fuck White People” in the Iziko National Gallery. The Chief Magistrate
found that the work’s context, as art, brought attention to structural rac
ism and white suprema-cy, and drew South Africans to a “critical mo
ment of self-reflection”. Goldendean presents PLAN B, A GATHERING
OF STRANGERS (OR) THIS IS NOT WORKING, reflecting on the affects
of their performance of very simple acts of dissidence in a transgressive
Fat Queer White Trans Body. The book explores how strategies of Tech
nology as self-reflection and Radical Sharing, Queer Love and Queer
Disobedience contribute to “making whiteness strange” by destabilising
the normal invisibility of whiteness to bring white bodies under surveil
lance.

GOLDENDEAN
fine art prints
We are happy to send you the complete
portfolio of available works via email.

Tumi Mogorosi

“From this ontological
rubble we want nothing.
I choose not to rebuild
at all.”

DeAesthetics
Tumi Mogorosi
DeAesthetic.
Writing with and from the Black Sonic
In visual conversation with Emeka Alams.
ISBN: 978-3-947902-19-4
Series: discourse
DeAesthetics
Writing with and from the Black Sonic
With a visual essay by Emeka Alams

Language: English
March 2021
ca. 25 € // 415 ZAR // 8 500 NGN

TUMI MOGOROSI
De Aesthetic
Writing With and From the Black Sonic
In Visual Conversation with Emeka Alams
DeAesthetic. Writing with and from the Black Sonic presents essays by
Johannesburgbased artist, percussionist and thinker Tumi Mogorosi.
The constellation of writings focuses on the Black Sonic as a dislo
cated episteme, which identifies the aesthetic as a limitation. The sharp
essays sound out jazz DeAesthetic, learning and the sensual. In their
decentring, they fundamentally open a way to write and read beyond
hegemonic knowledge validations. Artist and fashion designer Emeka
Alams of Gold Coast Trading Company adds a visual element to the
conversation.

The Mbari Artists and Writers Club in Ibadan

The Mbari Artists
and Writers Club
in Ibadan

Centre for Black Culture and International
Understanding (CBCIU), Kunstsammlung
NRW, Iwalewahaus
The Mbari Artists and Writers Club
in Ibadan
2018, 2021 second edition
printed on recycled paper
ISBN: 978-3-947902-03-3
112 pages
Series: collections

“For it is on the
heritage of the past,
that the literature
of the future must
be based.”

Languages: English, German
15 € // 200 ZAR // 7 000 NGN

Diana Speed, her daughter Louise and Mary Olánrewájú.
Ulli Beier Photographic Estate. Iwalewahaus / CBCIU.

Mbari_Ibadan_umschlag_RZ.indd 1
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The Mbari Artists and
Writers Club in Ibadan
This book aims to reactivate the archival material by Ulli Beier, co-found
er of the Black Orpheus Magazine and the Mbari Clubs in Nigeria in the
early 1960s. To better understand the formation of modernities from a
transcultural perspective, the book gives an overview on the exciting
times of the Mbari Artists and Writers Club in Ibadan through the archi
val documents.
This book is published in the context of the exhibition „museum
global. Microhistories of an Ex-centric Modernism“ by Kunstsammlung
NRW, Düsseldorf and is the first collaboration between the Centre of
Black Culture and International Understanding in Osogbo (Nigeria) and
Iwalewahaus, University of Bayreuth.

We are f*****ng here!
softcover
ISBN: 978-3-947902-11-8
Series: pleasure
Language: English

Photo by Namikoye Wanjala.

“Live your truth.
Be accountable to
yourself and be
responsible for
your happiness.”

September 2021
15 Euro // 250 ZAR // 7 500 NGN

We are f*****g here!
An African Queer Collection on safer sex,
sexuality and gender
We are f*****g here! An African Queer Collection on
safer sex, sexuality and gender combines essays,
advice and photography centring around issues of
pleasure, sexual health and diverse sexualities, told
through the lens of the African queer experience. The
collection houses the works of an array of contribu
tors from various countries including Nigeria, Kenya,
Botswana and South Africa and seeks to provide
comprehensive sexual knowledge and information
about sexuality in a fun, accessible and informative
way. In a seriously playful way, the anthology covers
topics such as consent, abuse in the queer commu
nity, sexual health of Men Who Have Sex with Men
(MSM), safer sexual practices for Women Who have
Sex Women (WSW), paths to pleasure for queer folx,

having conversations around navigating safe sex with
a partner and more. It affirms: We’re here. And we’re
f*****g! By doing so, the anthology is a stance for the
diversity of LGBTIQAP+ community’s stories and in
vites nuanced conversations and experiences. We
are f*****g here! is a bold statement against political
subjugation, world wide and more specifically within
Africa.
We are f*****g here! An African Queer Collection on
safer sex, sexuality and gender compiled by HOLA
Africa!, edited by Okwiri Oduor and produced as a
collaboration of HOLAAfrica! and iwalewabooks with
the support of MaThoko’s books, an imprint of GALA
Queer Archives.

Raí Gandra, Helio Ronyvon,
Roberta de Oliveira and Fernando Donato

bixinho

bixinho
texts by Rai Gandra and Jan Simon Hutta
over 70 colour pictures
hardback case bound
with hot-foil embossing
ISBN: 978-3-947902-04-0
200 pages
Series: pleasure
Languages: Portuguese, English
25 € // 300 ZAR // 12 000 NGN

Photo by Fernando Donato, 2019.

“In a torturous political
moment, where fear is
publicly felt, it is necessary
to also publicly affirm the
relations of love and
respect as an antidote
to toxic conservatism.”

bixinho Postcard Set
Set of 10 different motifs from the book
printed in postcard size
set of 10
Series: out-of-band
5 € // 80 ZAR // 2 300 NGN per pack

Raí Gandra, Helio Ronyvon,
Roberta de Oliveira
and Fernando Donato
bixinho
“There is a Brazilian saying that says ‘carnival affair doesn’t go up the
mountain’. It was the unofficial carnival opening when Helio and I kissed
for the first time. Rio de Janeiro, midsummer, 40C, one Capricorn and
one Virgo. There was no better time to know each other than the party
of the flesh, of bodies’ cult, of passion and samba. “Bixinho” is an affec
tionate term used in north-eastern Brazil to refer to someone close, and it
is different affections that the images here present – the affection of the
photographer for the art of photography, the romantic and sexual affec
tion between two lovers, the affection of friendship. These photos can be
a gun for those who hate, for those who try to deny our very existence,
our love, our family. But our intention is not to hurt. Yes, we are fighters,
but if our art and our bodies can be weapons, we choose to fight sideby-side with the ones who love, always staying strong, staying together.
In the midst of chaos, hope resists, Marielle Vive!” A photobook with over
70 color pictures celebrating love, desire and sex in Rio de Janeiro.

bixinho fine art prints
We selected some of the most beautiful
pictures of the book bixinho and produced a series of high quality prints. Take
a bit of this radical beauty from the book
to your wall. We are happy to send you
the complete portfolio of available works
per email.
A1 size on high quality art paper.
Two different motifs – 90 € // 1 500 ZAR //
43 000 NGN each.
The two motifs as a set – 150 € // 2500 ZAR //
70 000 NGN plus a postcard set for free.
A2 size on high quality art paper.
Two different motifs – 70 € // 1 150 ZAR //
33 000 NGN each.
Three motifs as a set – 180 € // 3 000 ZAR //
85 000 NGN plus a postcard set for free.
A3 size on high quality art paper.
Different motifs – 50 € // 850 ZAR //
23 000 NGN each.
Four motifs as a set – 170 € // 2 800 ZAR //
80 000 NGN plus a postcard set for free.

Through the Darkness:
a journey back to the Self

Siphumeze Khundayi
Through the darkness.
A journey back to the self
digital book
ISBN: 978-3-947902-13-2

Siphumeze Khundayi

Series: pleasure
Language: English
10€ // 150 ZAR // 4 700 NGN

“Your shadows,
they won’t bite.”

SIPHUMEZE KHUNDAYI
THROUGH THE DARKNESS.
A JOURNEY BACK TO THE SELF
Need a virtual hug or something stronger?
Come and get our lockdown pleasure book “Through the darkness. A
journey back to the self” by the photographer Siphumeze Khundayi who
says in the book “These images are a series of reminders. A reminder to
myself of a time when there was the physical freedom to create. A re
minder to all of us to return to the body, our pleasure and subsequently to
ourselves.” These pictures are details of the beautiful portraits of desire
and full skin passion.

“True synthesis is
never a reversion; it is
a progression. The
artist [...]must move
faster, perhaps
faster then the wind
of change.”

Uche Okeke

ART IN DEVELOPMENT – A NIGERIAN PERSPECTIVE

Uche Okeke’s Art in Development – A Nigerian Perspective is the
most important publication by the founding father of Nigerian
modernism. Originally published in 1982, the book compiles texts,
interviews, concept papers and other material from the later 1950s
until the 1980s, containing such important texts like the Natural
Synthesis manifesto of the Zaria Art Society from 1960.
Having been out of print for many years, this re-edition by
iwalewabooks wants to bring these texts back to life for artists,
academics and an interested public.

ART IN DEVELOPMENT
— A NIGERIAN PERSPECTIVE

Asele Institute & iwalewabooks
Uche Okeke
Art in Development:
A Nigerian Perspective
edited by Ijeoma Uche-Okeke
and Nadine Siegert
hardcover with ribbon page marker
ISBN: 978-3-947902-05-7
176 pages
Series: scholar
Language: English

Uche Okeke, Aba Women‘s Riot, 1965. © Uche Okeke, Asele Institute.

9 783947 902057 >

35 € // 450 ZAR // 16 500 NGN
e-book: 14 €

Uche Okeke
Art in Development:
A Nigerian Perspective
Uche Okeke’s Art in Development – A Nigerian Perspective is the most
important publication by the founding father of Nigerian modernism.
Originally published in 1982, the book compiles texts, interviews, concept
papers and other material from the late 1950s until the 1980s, containing
such important texts like the “Natural Synthesis” manifesto of the Zaria
Art Society from 1960.
Having been out of print for many years, this re-edition by iwalewa
books wants to bring these texts back to life for artists, academics and
an interested public. It is completely re-designed and published as a
high-quality hard-cover. Including a new foreword by Ijeoma Uche-Okeke,
the artist’s daughter.

Illustrations by Abdulkareem Baba Aminu

FEATURING:
Ògún, Ṣàngó, Ọya, Ọbà, Ọbàtálá, Ọˋrúnmìlà,
Èṣù, Ṣọ̀pọ̀nná, Olókun, Ajé, Aganjù, Ọˋsanyìn,
Yemọja, Ọˋṣun, Mọrèmi and Òṣọ́ọ̀ṣì.

Text by Peju Akande, Toni Kan, Jahman Anikulapo

Written by Peju Akande, Toni Kan, Jahman Anikulapo and accompanied with illustrations by visual artist Abdulkareem Baba Aminu, this
book is full of facts and fun – and will provide you with all you need
to know about Who’s Who in the Yorùbá Pantheon. Learn more about
powerful Yemọja, strong Ṣàngó, Ọ̀ṣun’s ways of wisdom – and why Èṣù
most definitely is not Satan!

Who’s Who in the Yorùbá Pantheon

This book showcases 16 òrìṣas.

Toni Kan, Peju Akande, Jahman Anikulapo
Who is Who in the Yorúbà Pantheon?

ho
Who’s W theon
an
Yorùbá P
in the

With illustrations by
Abdulkareem Baba Aminu
ISBN: 978-3-947902-17-0
206 pages
Series: scholar
Language: English
October 2020
10 € // 150 ZAR // 5 000 NGN

978-3-947902-17-0

“Spirit of the Wind,
Senior mother of Oyo,
. .
Heaven’s wind brings
down the ancestors,
Queen of all women.”
yoruba_000_cover_lay5_RZ.indd 2

e-book: 6 € // 100 ZAR
13.01.21 16:58

Toni Kan, Peju Akande, Jahman Anikulapo
Who is Who in the Yorùbá Pantheon?
With illustrations by Abdulkareem Baba Aminu
An introduction to the ten bestknown deities of the Yorùbá religion in
troduced by three prolific contemporary writers and acclaimed illustra
tor and caricaturist Abdulkareem Baba Aminu. The gods and goddesses
presented in the book play a vital role in the history, culture and art of
the Yorùbá people in Western Africa, and also in South America and the
Caribbean.
With texts by Toni Kan, Peju Akande, Jahman Anikulapo, Abdulkareem
Baba Aminu.
A cooperation with the Goethe-Institut Nigeria.

International Inventories Programme (eds.)
Invisible Inventories
Questioning Kenyan Collections in
Western Museums
Languages: English or German
ISBN: 978-3-947902-20-0
7 € // 120 ZAR // 3 300 NGN
e-book: 4 € // 70 ZAR // 2 000 NGN

“I can’t believe we are still
protesting this shit.”
Jim Chuchu

International Inventories – the zine
Published as a collaboration of iwalewabooks and
Kwani (Nairobi), the contributions from IIP members
and Kenyan museum professionals and practitioners
critically reflect museum and restitution politics but
also the limits of the cooperation between African
and Europeans museums. Besides conversations,
essays and texts that accompany the artworks in
the exhibition with the same title, the publication also
contains a number of object biographies written by
different authors that provide different perspectives
on the very same objects.
The zine supports the decolonising approach of
the project by providing perspectives yet underrep
resented in international discussions and aims to
contribute to the debate on colonial histories that are
inscribed in collections and museum.
With contributions by The Nest Collective, Jacky
Kwonyike, Leonie Chima Emeka and Niklas Ober
mann, Chao Tayiana Maina, Sam Hopkins and Simon
Rittmeier, George Abungu, Marian Nur Goni, Juma

Ondeng’, SHIFT Collective, Leonie Neumann and
Frauke Gathof, Clara Himmelheber, Philemon Nya
manga and Lydia Nafula, Philip Jimbi Katana, Wandile
Kasibe.
An accompanying reader will include transcribed
and edited versions of the eight Object Movement
Dialogues (OMDs) as well as some historical texts to
contextualise them. It will be published in 2022.
The International Inventories Programme is fund
ed by the Goethe-Institut e.V. Excellence Initiative.
The Invisible Inventories exhibition project is funded
by the German Federal Cultural Foundation.

Handle with Care:
Post_Colonial Object Matters
iwalewabooks zine#1
editors: Katharina Schramm,
Nadine Siegert (eds.)
with Loana Auer, Yosé Reenders
and Monika Rohmer
with poster inlay

Artwork by Nashilongweshipwe Mushaandja

“The burning museum,
even as metaphor, is the
institutional nightmare,
creating discomfort and
provoking defensiveness,
fortification, punishment.”

ISBN: 978-3-947902-10-1
68 pages
Series: zines by iwalewabooks
Language: English
8 € // 130 ZAR // 3 800 NGN

Katharina Schramm, Nadine Siegert (eds.)
with Loana Auer, Yosé Reenders and
Monika Rohmer
Handle with Care:
Post_Colonial Object Matters
iwalewabooks zine#1
Building on current discussions about the colonial
legacies and the decolonial responsibilities of eth
nographic museums, we wanted to explore the pos
sible futures of objects marked by colonial relations
of power and knowledge(s). We sought to shift the
grounds of the debate from institutional concerns
and legal aspects of restitution to more daring and
wider-reaching questions. Our idea was to spark a
debate around postcolonial justice that would decen
tralize the institutions of the European museum and
university.
So we asked: What are the possibilities that can
open up after an act of restitution to establish fu
ture-oriented relationships between different peo
ple, institutions and objects? How can we work with
these “loaded” objects and generate a future with
and for them? How can we create new platforms of
welcoming these objects back on the African conti
nent? How can we bring critical approaches from art,

academic research, activism and museum practices
in a fruitful dialogue with each other that works to
wards a responsible engagement with the colonial
history and its material and immaterial traces?
Designed as an open invitation to think further
about post_colonial object_matters, it conjoins contri
butions from Loana Auer, Eva Bahl, Paola Ivanov, Larissa Förster, Christine Hanke, Sam Hopkins, Chris
tian Jarling, Peju Layiwola, Immy Mali, Nashilongwe
shipwe Mushaandja, Malick Ndiaye, Yosé Reenders,
Regina Sarreiter, Katharina Schramm, Nadine Siegert
and Greer Valley.
Based on a workshop on “un_doing post_colo
nial knowledges: perspectives from academia_arts_
activism” which was held at the University of
Bayreuth/Germany in July 2019, and was organized
by Manuela Bauche (FU Berlin), Katharina Schramm
(Univ. of Bayreuth) and Nadine Siegert (iwalewa
books).

Billy Langa in collaboration
with Mahlatsi Mokgonyana
Tswalo
softcover
ISBN 978-3-947902-08-8
62 pages
Series: out-of-band
Languages: English, Sesotho
12 € // 120 ZAR // 5700 NGN
e-book: 7 € // 100 ZAR // 3300 NGN

The cassette Tswalo presents a multivocal audio-adaption of the piece
Billy Langa in collaboration
with Mahlatsi Mokgonyana

Billy Langa in collaboration
with Mahlatsi Mokgonyana
Tswalo
From the multi award-winning Theatreduo comes
Tswalo, a celebration of the art of solo performance.
Tswalo, re-published by iwalewabooks in 2019, en
twines poetry and physical storytelling to interro
gate the rules that govern life on earth, such as
power, creation, politics, connection, and intuition
– the performer’s expression of his ‘source’. It is the
product of a creative collaboration: written and per
formed by Billy Langa with direction, dramaturgy and
design by Mahlatsi Mokgonyana in collaboration with
award-winning composer and sound designer John
Withers.
Tswalo is the winner of the Standard Bank Ova
tion Award, Cape Town Fringe Fresh Performer
Award and Cape Town Fringe Fresh Creative Award

?????????

Photo by Jesse Kramer.

“We are each attached to
a star or a planet;
Our names are entangled
with their names ...”

Tswalo
Cassette tape
ca 42 minutes
Series: out-of-band
15 € // 150 ZAR // 7 000 NGN

for Directing, and has toured South Africa, Namibia,
Germany and Scandinavia. Tswalo is a body of poems
constructed to fragment a narrative that is carried
in both physicality and voice. It is placed in a time
less space of existence, which explores the primary
themes of being, chaos and beauty, blood and birth,
love and war in the same frame.
Tswalo combines ritual, physical storytelling and
heightened text to create new distinct theatrical language as a way of reconstructing and deconstructing
the orthodox and the traditional chronology of telling
stories. “This is what theatre should, and can be”, the
critics of Weekend Special wrote. iwalewabooks is
proud to present the re-publication of the work, with
a foreword by Nondumiso Msimang.

Ves_OFF
Iwalewa: Character is beauty
analogue photographs printed
on sustainable paper in postcard size
set of 10

Ten Trees Conversation Ctd.

Series: out-of-band

Cassette tape

10 € // 150 ZAR // 4 700 NGN

Price 10 € // 200 ZAR // 4 700 NGN

Iwalewa: Character is beauty.
A postcard series by Ves_OFF

Ten Trees Conversation Ctd.

Berlin-based photo-artist Ves_OFF followed our invitation to do a home
visit to Iwalewahaus, a space for contemporary art from Africa and its
diaspora, located in Bayreuth/Germany. With the help of his analogue
Pentax Asahi, Ves_OFF found beauty in the hidden spots and in the min
ute details of a museum building dating to the early 20th century. The
photographer about this experience:
“The Character Is Beauty-project was the first shooting with my then
freshly acquired Pentax Asahi. I had long been looking for the apt moment
to challenge the new camera. The Iwalewahaus plays a big role in my life:
So much art, so much education, so many beautiful people. And so many
extremely beautiful details in this building. Some of those I indeed only
saw through the finder of my camera. This project has been one of the
most beautiful and harmonious of my photographic works.”

In November 2018, iwalewabooks invited to a musical, philosophical con
versation: The Ten Trees Conversation Ctd. What emerged in this gath
ering of Tumi Mogorosi, Simon Vincent, Kupakwashe Mtata and Kathari
na Fink was a live session turned into a cassette. Listen.
“Ten Trees Conversation Ctd. presents a meticulous but extemporane
ous effervescence of the drumset accompanied by a scitillating manipu
lation of the pioano and a tinkering with haunting sounds of archival ma
terial served on the background of futurist mind-dancing deliberations
on the just distribution of knowledge and democratisation of education.”

Follow the work of Ves_OFF online: www.
instagram.com/green_vesoff/
and www.facebook.com/VesOFF/

Realised by vision of sound,
released by Silhouette Tapes.

Katharina Fink, Alexander Opper &
Nadine Siegert
Radicalise Bauhaus. Perspectives
from the Global South
In 2019, the Bauhaus is celebrated around the world. The architecture,
art and design movement, which started off in 1919, was indeed a radical
intervention in the post-war society of the Weimar Republic. Until be
ing shut down by the national socialists in 1933, the Bauhaus imagined
the relations and practices of art, architecture, design and craft through
a holistic aesthetic lens. This constellation of ideas and people did not
cease to inspire. Yet today, a critical investigation from the perspective
of practitioner and theorists in the South is overdue: This critical inves
tigation of “spectres of Bauhaus” in the present asks: Which ideas are
still relevant, still avantgarde? How can we think the Bauhaus as an inclu
sive, de-colonial endeavour? Radicalise Bauhaus presents feminist, afrofuturist, hauntologist, educational and artistic perspective on a (still)
great yet commoditized idea. With texts by Leon Krige, Alexandra Ross,
Demas Nwoko, Jonathan Cane, Angela Ferreira and others.

George Kyeyune:
A Century of Modern Art in Uganda
Katharina Fink, Alexander Opper
& Nadine Siegert (eds.)
Radicalise Bauhaus –
Perspectives from the Global South
December 2021
Series: discourse

Katrin Peters-Klaphake &
Nadine Siegert (eds.)
George Kyeyune:
A Century of Modern Art in Uganda
Series: scholar

Languages: English, French

Languages: English

28 € // 480 ZAR // 13 400 NGN

first half of 2022
ca. 25 € // 420 ZAR // 12 000 NGN

Ijeoma Uche-Okeke, Nadine Siegert,
Katharina Fink (eds):
Uche Okeke: Letters From Kpaaza
This book accompanies the exhibition “We Will Now Go To Kpaaza”
about the great artist of Nigerian modernism, which starts in September
2020 in the Wits Art Museum in Johannesburg. Texts by Philip Balimunsi,
Khwezi Gule, Lara Koseff, James Sey and others shed light on various
aspects of artistic creation. The volume covers the whole life of the art
ist, from the early years, the Zaria Rebels, the Nsukka years, his travels to
Germany and the time at the Asele Institute. It also includes the Natural
Synthesis Manifesto and reflects the importance of the artist for other
African modernist movements.

This book is a comprehensive study of modern art in Uganda by one of
its most important scholars. Based on his PhD thesis, George Kyeyune
walks through a century of art in Uganda, portraying its important cur
rents and artists, accompanied by archival material and photographic
documentation.

The Okra Thief. Stories from Tingel
Ijeoma Uche-Okeke, Nadine Siegert,
Katharina Fink (eds.)
Uche Okeke: Letters from Kpaaza
Series: collections
Languages: English
first half of 2022
ca. 35 € // 450 ZAR // 16 500 NGN

The Okra Thief is a book about the adventures of twins named Maryam
and Adnan from Tingel in Chad – but it is more than just a nice children’s
book. It is the product of a creative, joyous exchange between children
in Germany and Chad. It is a book for children, made by children, beau
tifully illustrated by Salma Khalil, an artist and designer from Chad. The
project is realised in cooperation with the Chadian-German association
takatuf e.V.

The Okra Thief. Stories from Tingel
With illustrations by Salma Khalil
Series: out of band
Languages: Arabic, English,
French, German
2021
ca 20 Euro // 350 ZAR // 9 500 NGN

preview

Edouard Duval-Carrié & Anthony Bogues (eds.)
HAITI: Black Experiment in Freedom

Kim Guerney
Parapet

The concept for this book hinges on a friendship; on an exchange of
art and ideas that has for over a decade now passed between Haitian
artist Edouard Duval-Carrié and Jamaican scholar and curator Antho
ny Bogues. Meals, book-swops and in-studio conversations shared be
tween the two have led to a series of important exhibitions, catalogues
and collaborations, tracking Black diasporic roots and routes across the
Caribbean, the US and more recently in South Africa. In this trans-Atlan
tic circuit, Haiti remains for Duval-Carrié and Bogues a common ground
of sorts, a frame of reference - a geographic, intellectual and imaginative
source – marking for them, in its self-articulation and revolutionary histo
ry, a certain Black experiment in freedom.
This publication is envisioned as a unique art/historical dialogue; of
image and word, between artist and writer. Seven ‘acts’, scripted by
Bogues, will trace lived histories of racial enslavement, revolution and
claims to freedom associated with Haiti, as well as the relation of these
to broader diasporic contexts of radical Black thinking and praxis. Each
act will correspond to a visual response by Duval-Carrié, be it an individ
ual work, installation, series or portfolio.
Rather than a traditional or ‘illustrated’ historical account, this inter
disciplinary, essentially curatorial dialogue will present a different kind of
story-telling, or history-making, in which the invocation of Haiti – as a kind
of channeling Loa, the spirits of Haitian Vodou and Louisiana Voodoo,
calls for radically Black ways of thinking ‘the human’ and of living into a
differently imagined freedom.
The book is realised in cooperation with Visual Identities in Art and
Design Research Centre (VIAD), University of Johannesburg.

This creative nonfiction book brings to literary life a document archive,
which spans a time period of about 50 years. The archive is currently
stored in the attic of the Association for Visual Arts (AVA) in central Cape
Town. Its contents include notes, correspondence, supporting exhibition
documents, administration records, financial data, letters, minutes of
meetings and AGMs, media communications, architectural plans, visitors
books, membership details and other paraphernalia. Over the past two
years, I have been making my way through this treasure trove to pick
out startling voices – surfacing archival fragments that can tell larger
tales in a series of episodic narratives. I will ‘follow the things themselves’
(Appadurai 1986: 5) to surface unexpected and surprising storylines and
let the archive speak. The book thus assembles in bricolage form a back
stage story about one of the country’s oldest independent art spaces.

Edouard Duval-Carrié & Anthony Bogues
(eds.)
HAITI: Black Experiment in Freedom
2022
Series: art

Surafel Wondimu Abebe, Anthony
Bogues, Leora Farber and Zamansele
Nsele (eds)
Kim Guerney
Parapet
Series: collections
Language: English

The Imagined New
The Imagined New is an interdisciplinary platform for critical exchange
and research around African and African Diasporic art practices, as they
relate to questions of history, archive and the alternative imagination(s)
of the Radical Black Tradition. Following a series of interdisciplinary
workshops, programmes and art interventions, a three-volume series
will be released by the Visual Identities in Art and Design Research Cen
tre (VIAD), University of Johannesburg (UJ), in partnership with the Cen
ter for the Study of Slavery and Justice (CSSJ), Brown University.

Visual Identities in Art and Design
Research Centre (VIAD), University of
Johannesburg (UJ), in partnership with
the Center for the Study of Slavery and
Justice (CSSJ), Brown University
The Imagined New
Series: discourse
Language: English
2021

Katharina Fink, Nadine Siegert (eds)
Fashion: a zine

preview 2020

This zine by iwalewabooks brings together the themes of fashion, future
and multiplicity. Born out of fashion workshops and shows in Kampa
la, Uganda, in the context of the exhibition FAVT: Future Africa Visions
in Time, curated by Martha Kazungu in 2019, 15 emerging East African
fashion designers created new works within the themes “optimising”,
“disrupting” and “including”. The visual material comes from Kenyan
photographer James Muriuki and American designer Emeka Alams. The
zine was produced in partnership with Makerere University in Kampa
la/Uganda. The zine features contributions by James Muriuki, Emeka
Alams, Martha Kazungu and Katharina Fink, tackling discourses such as
degrowth and circular economy in relation to fashion.

Katharina Fink, Nadine Siegert (eds)
Fashion: a zine
Series: zines
Languages: English
2021

The strategic radicals’ manifesto
Silk-screen print
Edition (English and French): 100
Edition (other languages): 50
format: 42 x 59,4cm
Series: out-of-band
Photo: mind the gap! design

27 € // 500 ZAR // 13 000 NGN

The strategic radicals’ manifesto print
An exclusive range of silk-screen prints, based on the strategic radicals’
mani- festo. Designed by Karl-Heinz Best of mind the gap! design, Frank
furt, based on the heraldic animal of the manifesto, created by Emeka
Alams, printed by Renate Vogl, Studio für Serigrafie, Offenbach.
Available languages: English, French, Turkish, Yoruba, Spanish,
Portuguese, Arabic – more to come soon.

English edition: metallic shimmering
green text on lime background
French edition: metallic lustruous bronze
text on dark rosé background
Yoruba edition: aquatic green text on
light ice-mint background
Arabic edition: lagoon blue on a darker
shade of lime background
Turkish edition: Sea blue text on summer
night sky background
Spanish edition: Plum velvet text on
powdery rose background
Portuguese edition: Lilac text on vanilla
cream yellow background

fine art print editions
We are delighted to offer artworks
that were exclusively produced for
iwalewabooks by artists we closely
work with: Ndidi Dike, Raí Gandra,
Délio Jasse, Kitso Lynn Lelliott and
many more to come. The series are
produced in the spirit of close
cooperation and support the
realisation of books and exhibitions.
By buying an artwork, you acquire
a unique work from a renowned
contemporary artist and thus support
the artists as well as our projects.

Ndidi Dike
History Lesson
A4 print
Edition of 70
100 € // 1 700 ZAR // 50 000 NGN
A3 print
Edition of 30
150 € // 2 500 ZAR // 70 000 NGN
print on high quality fine art paper
numbered and signed by the artist

Ndidi Dike, one of the most im
portant female artists of Nigeria,
produced the digital print for the
exhibition „Feedback: Art, Africa
and the 1980s“. For her work,
she selected 12 ink on paper
works by Obiora Udechukwu, her
teacher at the Nsukka School of
Art from the Iwalewahaus collec
tion. These works are reflective
as historical visual stories about
Nigeria from the 1980s. She
cut up and reconfigured Obiora
Udechukwu’s works into a collage
which tells its own story: A histo
ry lesson. For this artist edition,
we produced high quality digital
prints on fine art paper, in coop
eration with art printer Hermann
Schirmer.

Délio Jasse
The face of the god II

Kitso Lynn Lelliott

gelatine silver print

8 motifs

18 x 24 cm

edition of 30 works each

edition of 60
with hand-signed certificate of authenticity

Raí Gandra

in black frame, with passepartout

29,7 x 42 cm

RILF (Revolutionaries I’d like to fuck)

300 € // 5 000 ZAR // 145 000 NGN

digital print on fine art paper

Edition of 100 each

embossed with artist’s personal stencil

2016/17

During his residency in 2014, the Milan-based Ango
lan photographer Délio Jasse produced a series of
prints in his very unique method combining analogue
and digital photography. The works are based on his
research in the Ulli Beier photographic estate in the
Iwalewahaus Bayreuth in Germany. Délio Jasse had
been awarded the first Iwalewa Art Award in 2015.

digital print on fine art paper
A4
1 motif 50 € // 830 ZAR // 24 000 NGN
all 3 motifs 120 € // 2 000 ZAR // 57 000 NGN

Gudrun (Susanne Sachße), the main character of
Raspberry Kingdom (Bruce la Bruce 2004), in one
of the moments of the film states that “there is no
revolution if it is not a sexual revolution” and that in
turn “there is no sexual revolution if it is not a ho
mosexual revolution”. As a fruit of the relationship
between Pop Culture and Pornography we present
RILF (a reference to the pornographic tag DILF –
Daddy I’d Like To Fuck). The admiration for bodies
gives way to fetishization and the transforming and
libertarian spirit of the men represented. Although
there are controversies regarding the individual
relationship of each of these revolutionaries with the
LGBTQI cause, there are rumors, on the other hand,
and rumors are associated with the practice of the
hyperlink – important aesthetic references in the
construction of RILF.

One work:
300 € // 5 000 ZAR // 145 000 NGN
Edition of 2 works:
500 € // 8 500 ZAR // 240 000 NGN
Edition of 3 works:
700 € // 12 000 ZAR // 335 000 NGN
Box with all 8 works:
2.000 € // 34 000 ZAR // 950 000 NGN

Kitso Lynn Lelliott, winner of
the Iwalewa Art Award in 2017,
visually investigated the life of a
Surinamese woman who worked
at the court of Wilhelmine of
Bayreuth in the 18th century:
Alzire. As of many of the women
who travelled the globe by often
forced means, her real name is
not know. Using her body and
her aesthetic signature language,
Kitso Lynn Lelliott gives grace to
a history long not acknowledged.

iwalewabooks GbR
Germany:
c/o Katharina Fink
Moritzhöfen 8b
95447 Bayreuth
fink@iwalewabooks.com
Nigeria:
c/o Nadine Siegert
Paradise Jetty
Walter Carrington Crescent
Victoria Island
Lagos, Nigeria
siegert@iwalewabooks.com
info@iwalewabooks.com
www.iwalewabooks.com
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